Abstract: Long period calculations from small angle X-ray scattering experiments (SAXS) is a well-known way to describe biphasic polymeric systems. In the case of semi-crystalline homopolymers, more and more sophisticated models have been proposed to account for the SAXS intensity profiles. However, they use too many parameters to be applied to systems including two crystalline phases and an amorphous phase. Therefore, we propose a crude alternative, based on a generalization of the old paracrystalline Hoseman model, in order to consider the case of blends of high-density (HDPE) and low-density (LDPE) polyethylene. The crystalline lamella thickness distribution function is taken as the sum of two Gaussians (bimodal function 2G). As far as the amorphous domain thickness distribution function is concerned, either an exponential distribution (E) or a Gaussian distribution (G) is used. The model 2G/G proves to be much more realistic than the model 2G/E, with respect to the long period evolution as a function of HDPE/LDPE blend composition.
Introduction
It is widely recognized that mixing of polymers confers to the new materials physical and mechanical properties different from those of the pure polymers. It is obvious that the mechanical behavior of semi-crystalline polymer blends such as high-density and low-density polyethylene is directly related to the organization of the crystalline and amorphous phases [1] within the material. Semi-crystalline polymers have a lamellar morphology [2, 3] , which is complicated in this case by the occurrence of two crystalline phases. Observations by electron microscopy showed that the thickness of crystal and amorphous phase present a broad distribution [4] [5] [6] .
Small angle X-ray scattering is widely used to study lamellar two-phase systems [7, 8] . In pioneering studies on semi-crystalline homopolymers, the paracrystalline network model of Hoseman [9] made it possible to describe the SAXS patterns, and some interesting conclusions were drawn [9] [10] [11] [12] . Later on, it has been recognized that a larger number of parameters is requested to get a detailed description of the experimental data [13, 14] . In particular, Stribeck and Ruland [15] suggested describing the actual structure by four components. They give an account for: 1) the crystalline domains; 2) the amorphous domains inside the lamellar structure; 3) the amorphous domains outside the lamellar structure; and 4) the domain boundaries. More recently, continuous refinements were given to the theories [16] [17] [18] .
As far as mixtures of two semi-crystalline polymers are concerned, the number of parameters, necessary to account for the X-ray patterns by the recent theories, would be very large. Therefore, it remains an interest to (over-)simplify the analysis with the aim of decreasing the number of parameters. This goal was achieved by taking the old Hoseman model [9] and adapting it to a bimodal distribution function. Thus, a reduced set of parameters was used, including the thickness distribution of the LDPE crystalline phase, the thickness distribution of the HDPE crystalline phase, and the thickness distribution of the amorphous phase. As a consistency check, the values of long period obtained from the intensity maximum were compared to the experimental values.
Experimental part

Sample preparation
Blends of high-density (HDPE) and low-density (LDPE) polyethylene were prepared from commercially available polymers. Molecular weight characteristics of HDPE and LDPE are the following: M w = 219 000 g/mol, M n = 30 000 g/mol, for HDPE; M w = 101 000 g/mol, M n = 16 600 g/mol, for LDPE. Homogeneous mixtures of HDPE and LDPE were obtained from 1 wt.-% solutions in xylene. Dissolution was achieved by stirring at 60°C. Then, mixtures were poured drop by drop into a large excess of methanol. Finally, the precipitate was dried in a vacuum oven for 24 h. Composition of the blends under study is given by the percentage, c, of LDPE (cf. Tab. 1).
Blend characteristics
Differential scanning calorimetry measurements were used to determine the degree of crystallinity of the different samples from their melting peak areas. The values thus obtained are reported in the second entry of Tab. 1. It turns out that the degree of crystallinity presents a monotonic decrease with increasing LDPE amount. This expected observation credits the idea that the quality of mixing of the blend components was correct in our experiments.
The conditions of determination of the long period, L, from the experimental SAXS pattern has been detailed in a previous publication [19] . The values of L relative to the different blends under consideration are recalled in the third entry of Tab. 1.
Results and discussion
General features
In the case of mixtures crystallized from the molten state at a cooling rate of 5°C/min, the long period, L, passes through a maximum for a composition c = 50% of LDPE, in contrast to the crystallinity, which decreases monotonically with increasing LDPE content. Thus, the average long period of the mixtures is not a linear combination of the long periods of the pure polymers. This result suggests the occurrence of phase segregation, as previously reported for phase-separated amorphous polymer blend [20] or semi-crystalline polymer [21] . In our slowly crystallized mixtures, the system can be regarded as an assembly of three phases: a HDPE crystalline phase of average thickness l 1 , a LDPE crystalline phase of average thickness l 2 , and an amorphous phase, common to both polymers, of average thickness l a . The presence of a maximum in the vicinity of c = 50% LDPE indicates that the segregation effect is maximum in this case.
This description is supported by differential scanning calorimetry data [19] , which clearly identify the presence HDPE and LDPE crystallites, and demonstrate that the polymer having the highest melting point (HDPE) crystallizes first, and that LDPE crystallization occurs further. Therefore, in statistical models, the crystallite thickness distribution function presents a bimodal form:
where γ 1 and γ 2 are the statistical weights of the two types of crystallites, as deduced from wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) experiments. Py 1 (l) and Py 2 (l) are related to the thickness distribution of the two types of crystallites.
Particular case of the pure polymers (c = 0 and c =100%)
When one makes the crystallite thickness distribution function tend to a Dirac function, then the model of Zernick and Prinz [22] is obtained. In this particular case, the scattered intensity I(s) in the direction s = (2π /λ) sin θ can be written in the form:
with A = 2π l c s and B = 2π l a s.
In this case, there is a form factor value, which allows I(s) to vanish for L · s = 1. Fig. 1 shows the three-dimensional spectra of scattered intensity I(s) as a function of wave number and crystallinity χ = l c /L, at crystallite thickness maintained constant. For larger concentrations of crystalline lamellae, a Bragg-type diffusion is observed, and the corresponding peaks are well defined. As crystallinity decreases, the peaks first broaden and then tend to disappear around χ = 0.4. In the low crystallinity region, the system looks quite amorphous, and there is no change in the position of the second-order peak. The spectra resemble those obtained in dilute systems. The fluctuations of l 1 lead to a shift of the intensity peak towards smaller angles. In the same time, the long periods L, deduced from the application of the Bragg relation to the intensity maximum, depend on X in a quadratic way. 
Principles for data analysis in the case of the blends
Let us take a bimodal distribution for the thickness of each crystalline phase, i.e., a balanced sum of two Gaussians, so called 2G. For the amorphous phase, we will take either an exponential (E), representative of a non-symmetric thickness distribution, or a Gaussian (G), in the assumption of a symmetrical distribution. Later on, these two models will be called 2G/E and 2G/G, respectively.
The distribution functions, P, and their Fourier transforms, F, obey the following expressions:
a) For a crystalline phase 2G:
b) For an amorphous phase G:
c) For an amorphous phase E:
In the limits of an infinite paracrystalline stacking and for a bimodal distribution, the Fourier transform F appearing in the Hoseman expression [9] is simply replaced by the function γ 1 F y1 + γ 2 F y2 , as already mentioned for the crystallite thickness distribution function in Eq. (1).
Therefore, the following expression holds for the scattered intensity I(s)
Re means the real part of the quantity in brackets. ∆ρ is the difference in electronic density between the phases. For sake of simplicity, let us consider, as a first approximation, that the electronic densities of HDPE and LDPE are the same, in both crystalline and amorphous phases, and, therefore, that ∆ρ equals unity in Eq. (10).
Crystallinity, χ, and average long period, L, are given by the following expressions: Fig. 3 shows the shape of the I(s) spectra as a function of HDPE content of the blends. The thickness distribution of both HDPE and LDPE crystallites are maintained constant. As a noticeable effect, the maximum intensity of the spectra is shifted towards the small angles as compared to the pure polymer spectra. The long periods deduced from the intensity maximum increase in a quadratic way with increasing concentration. Thus, for the mixture of cristallinity close to 50%, the shape of the spectra markedly differs from that of materials having a monomodal distribution.
Modeling based on 2G/E
An example relative to mixtures 50%HDPE/50%LDPE is given in Fig. 4 . In this mixture, increase in the dispersity of the two crystalline phases, X= ∆l 1 /l 1 = ∆l 2 /l 2 , from 0 to 0.3 leads to:
a) dramatic broadening of the intensity peak towards small angles and even the occurrence of a second-order peak for X ≤ 0.2, and b) a shift of the intensity maximum, towards smaller angles.
These effects are obviously similar to the effects of the broadening of crystallite size distribution. As for the monomodal one, these curves merge for special values, defined as the midpoint of the intensity extrema.
Modeling based on 2G/G
In this case, one can set and control the fluctuations of the amorphous phase, characterized by the quantity ∆l a .
Fig . 5 shows the shape of the I(s) spectra as function of mixture composition. As above, the curves relative to the different mixtures merge for special values when the fluctuations of crystalline LDPE phase and amorphous phase thickness are varied, at constant value of the crystalline HDPE phase thickness. The long period and halfheight width of the peaks increase with the LDPE amount.
The spectra of mixtures 50%HDPE/50%LDPE are given in Fig. 6 . Interestingly, when the fluctuations of the two crystalline phase thickness are increased, then the long period and the half-height widths of the peaks increase. For higher values of fluctuations, the peaks look like very broad bumps and determination of the corresponding long period is not obvious any more.
Consistency checks of the models 2G/E and 2G/G
It clearly turns out from the above calculations of I(s) spectra that the models 2G/E and 2G/G lead to different predictions. As a simple way to check which of these two models is more consistent with the experiments, let us compare the calculated long periods to the experimental ones given in Tab. 1. The obtained result is given in Fig. 7 . It turns out that both models are acceptable in the case of the HDPE-richer blends. As crystallinity is quite high, the contribution of the amorphous phase on the L values is rather modest and, therefore, it does not matter too much for the calculations knowing whether the amorphous domain size, l a , is largely distributed or not. In other words, fit quality considerations do not permit any appreciation on the relative suitability of the models 2G/E and 2G/G over this composition range.
On the other hand, our consistency check is meaningful when applied to the low crystallinity samples, i.e., to those which are richer in LDPE. There, it is obvious from Fig. 7 that the 2G/G model is much closer to the reality than the 2G/E model. The superiority of the 2G/G model shows up unambiguously when paying attention to the composition at which the long period L goes through a maximum. Indeed, the 2G/G model peaks for c = 50%, in good agreement with the experiments, whereas the 2G/E peaks unrealistically for c around 70%.
Therefore, one can consider that, in the HDPE/LDPE blends, each of the characteristic thicknesses l 1 , l 2 and l a are broadly distributed around their average values. For this reason, the experimental SAXS spectra are likely to resemble those predicted by the 2G/G modeling. 
Conclusions
The present modeling is open to criticism in the sense that it ignores the contribution to the X-ray intensity coming from the amorphous domains outside the lamellar structure. However, this over-simplification offers the advantage of reducing the number of parameters to be considered and makes the calculations quite simple. It will be the matter of a future work to confront this approach to a larger number of experimental data and then check the reliability of this modeling.
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